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2. 

9x12 in. white ink and acrylic on paper 

3. This mural will be painted using acrylic paint as the background and spray paint to execute the 

subject. The dimensions of the proposed design are 9x12 inches, however this design is flexible 

and can be changed to suit a variety of spaces. A considerable comparison would be the 
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Thimanns Seal Court. Small Wall 110x185 inches, the proposed mural will be painted 108x180 

inches. I will install this mural over the allotted time provided.  

4. My idea for this mural stems from my love for nature and all that it has to offer. When I think 

of science I instantly think of nature, and how intertwined they are. I created a painting that 

shows fish seamlessly floating amongst seaweed, it stands as a remainder to go with the flow. 

My mural will be a symbol of our connection to nature and how important it is that we appreciate 

and take inspiration from it. Science has brought us closer to nature, made us more 

knowledgeable and accountable about our natural world. I aim to display the resilience of nature 

and its instinctual manner to persevere. Nature always keeps going, it adapts and finds new 

pathways towards what it needs, humans have been forced to do the same these days. We should 

always use Mother Nature as our example, this mural conveys that idea.  

5. My mission as an artist is to reach many people through my artwork and keep art alive. I 

believe we have the responsibility to make art now so it will continue to exist passed our 

lifetime. I currently practice acrylic painting and illustration daily, and have a special interest in 

printmaking. My artwork is modern and simplistic, often free flowing and spontaneous. I take 

inspiration from nature, including: plants, trees, animals, the ocean, rivers and streams. People 

are another common theme I explore, our connections to each other and how they impact us. The 

use of color and line are two strong elements apparent in my artwork.  

6. Qualifications: I have been a practicing artist for 5 years and have explored art since I was a 

child. I have experience with a plethora of mediums including; acrylic, oil, water color, spray 

paint, paint pen, ink, colored pencil and more. I am determined when it comes to completing my 

artworks and I dedicate an immense amount of time to practicing, studying and experimenting 



with art. Although I have yet to do something of this calibre I am incredibly excited to work on 

such a large scale and am confident in my ability to do so.  

7. Portfolio: Here are 3 sample artworks of similar theme and style. These works display my 

ability to efficiently replicate a consistent style and design pertaining to that of the proposed 

mural. 

  

(4x6 Acrylic and Posca Pens on Paper). 

 



(9x12 Acrylic on toned paper) 

 

(6x7 Acrylic and Posca Pens on Paper) 

 



8. Estimated Budget = $285 

Acrylic Paint- Various colors of outdoor mural paint ~ $100 

Brushes- Various sized brushed/ rollers to complete the background and achieve fine lines ~ $60 

Spray Paint- White/ Unbleached white spray paint and tips ~ $50 

Paint Markers ~$30  

Varnish ~ $20  

Miscellaneous materials- Including tarp, tape, palettes, ect ~ $25 

 

 


